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K&F Concept Beta V2 15L Photo Backpack
The  new  Beta  V2  photo  backpack  from K&F  Concept  combines  sophisticated  design  with  practicality,  designed  to  meet  the  needs  of
modern photographers.  Offering a capacity of  15L,  the backpack will  easily  accommodate 2 cameras and 5 lenses,  ensuring safe and
ergonomic placement of equipment.
 
Optimized space for laptop and accessories
An independent rear pocket provides safe and convenient carrying of a laptop up to 15 inches, which is crucial for photographers who
need  space  for  post-production  in  the  field.  Additionally,  the  backpack  offers  a  front  layer  with  three  mesh  pockets,  ideal  for  small
photography accessories.
 
Customized fit and easy access
A  removable,  padded  compartment  allows  for  easy  configuration  of  the  backpack's  interior,  while  eight  sturdy  Velcro  compartments
allow  you  to  customize  the  size  and  shape  of  your  gear.  With  a  retractable  tripod  holder  and  external  bottle  mount,  water  or  other
beverages will always be close at hand.
 
Modernity and convenience in every detail
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Quick access to the front pocket designed for small accessories increases the comfort of the backpack. In addition, the back panel with
the possibility of attaching to a cart case makes it easy to travel with the backpack, making it an ideal companion for any photographer.
 
Compatibility and protection
The Beta V2 backpack is compatible with a wide range of DSLM and DSLR cameras, including the popular Canon EOS, Sony Alpha, Nikon
D  and  other  models.  The  use  of  high-quality  materials  ensures  that  your  equipment  is  protected  from  outdoor  conditions,  while
ergonomic  features  ensure  comfortable  carrying.  You'll  also  find  a  special  waterproof  backpack  cover  included  to  ensure  safety  in  all
weather conditions.
 
Included
Backpack
Rain cover
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelBeta V2Capacity15L (2 cameras + 5 lenses)Laptop compartment30-33.3 cmInternal dimensions40 x 16 x
30 cmNet weight1,21 kgTripod holderYes

Price:

€ 64.00

Foto i kamery, Plecaki, Torby fotograficzne
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